Advanced Power Alliance

Texas Fact Sheet

#1 in the nation for total capacity of operating wind, solar and energy storage facilities

$93 billion
Invested in wind, solar and energy storage projects across Texas

$106 billion
In consumer savings since 2010 due to the expansion of advanced energy in Texas

$11.3 billion
Paid to landowners by existing wind, solar and energy storage facilities over the lifetime of the projects

54,472 MW
of operating wind, solar and energy storage capacity in Texas

42,200+
Texans employed by advanced energy providers

Over 50 Fortune 500 companies powered by advanced energy in Texas

11.8 million
Texas homes that can be powered by advanced energy resources

60%
of taxes and landowner payments from advanced energy benefit rural Texas

30.7%
of Texas electricity was produced by low-cost advanced energy in 2022

47 billion
gallons of water consumption avoided in 2021 by wind, solar and energy storage facilities
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